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Applications of active arrayed-waveguide grating
in future wavelength division multiplexing
networks

F. I. El-Nahal, MEMBER SPIE
R. J. Mears
Cambridge University
Engineering Department
Trumpington Street
Cambridge CB2 1PZ, United Kingdom
E-mail: fie20@eng.cam.ac.uk

Abstract. The role of active arrayed-waveguide gratings (AWGs) in fu-
ture dynamic wavelength-division multiplexing (WDM) networking and
routing is investigated. Simulations are done using the beam propaga-
tion method (BPM). The results indicate that active AWGs can be used in
multiple-channel control with an SNR up to 19 dB and dynamic disper-
sion compensation of up to 160 ps/nm. © 2003 Society of Photo-Optical Instru-
mentation Engineers. [DOI: 10.1117/1.1541002]

Subject terms: beam propagation method; gratings; integrated optics; channel
control; dispersion compensation; optical planar waveguide components; photo-
nic switching systems; waveguide router; wavelength division multiplexing.

Paper 020202 received May 22, 2002; revised manuscript received Sep. 6, 2002;
accepted for publication Sep. 6, 2002.
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1 Introduction

The arrayed-waveguide grating~AWG!, also known as a
phased array~phasor!, is emerging as a powerful tool in
wavelength-division multiplexing~WDM! networks for
passive multiplexing and fixed wavelength routing.1–3

Devices are generally made using lithographic meth
in one of two main technologies: silica-based devices
InP-based devices. The low index contrast of silica lim
the bend radii of the waveguides, so such devices are r
tively large. InP-based devices4 are far smaller, so there is
greater potential for integrating large number of devices

Previous work5–7 has demonstrated how an active AWG
an AWG with an array of phase modulators on its array
waveguides section, provides some important aspects
dynamic WDM networking by means of holographic tec
niques based on the simulated annealing algorithm. An
tive AWG can be configured as an equalizing filter;
channel-dropping~suppressing! filter to yield optical add/
drop multiplexing functionality; and a space/waveleng
switch. Multiple channel control and dispersion compen
tion are attractive features of active AWG discussed he

In this paper, we present for the first time, simulati
results obtained using the beam propagation met
~BPM!, confirming the potential of using active AWG de
vices in multichannel control, and dispersion compensat
The results obtained here agree with earlier results obta
by means of Fourier methods.7

2 Beam Propagation Method „BPM…

Of all simulation techniques applied in the modelling
integrated and fiber optic photonic devices, BPM is t
most widely used.8 Figure 1 shows a schematic of an acti
AWG with both a phase hologram and an active symme
parabolic phase profile imposed on its central array
waveguide region~for illustration purposes, both the phas
hologram and the parabolic phase profile are shown, bu
a real configuration only one is used!. Since AWG routers
Opt. Eng. 42(3) 867–874 (March 2003) 0091-3286/2003/$15.00
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tend to be large structures, the resulting angle of propa
tion in an AWG varies to a large degree from the input
the output. As this requires the use of a wide-angle appro
mation ~generally based on Pade´ approximations9!, rather
than a paraxial approximation, it would increase the co
putational load. To avoid this burdensome approach,
simulation process of the AWG was divided into thr
stages based on the assumption that the actual input, ou
and the arrayed waveguides are decoupled a short dist
away from the star couplers.

The first stage is a BPM simulation of the input st
coupler at the center wavelength. This gives the relat
amplitudes at the entrance of each arrayed waveguide.
second stage is a non-BPM simulation of the effect of
rayed waveguides, where the phase differences induce
each array arm are computed. The phase differences m
be recalculated for every simulation wavelength that
used, i.e., the simulation of the array waveguides is wa
length dependent. In the final stage, the output star cou
is simulated with the inputs from each of the arrays. T
wavelength used in the simulation of the input and out
star couplers is not varied; only the wavelength in t
waveguide grating is changed. This is a reasonable pro
dure, since the performance of the star couplers is larg
wavelength independent over the narrow wavelength ra
of the AWG. The simplification enables the input star co
pler to be simulated once, resulting in reduction of the co
putation time.

The ability to specify additional design information i
the WDM router simulations using the BeamPROP pack
~from Rsoftinc! makes it easy to add arbitrary phase
length to each arrayed waveguide, also enabling modifi
tion of the transmission power in each arm. The phase
lograms and the parabolic phase profile were imposed
the arrayed waveguides through this method.
867© 2003 Society of Photo-Optical Instrumentation Engineers
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3 Holographic AWG

An AWG can be considered as a planar 4-f lens relay sys-
tem, where the two free propagating regions~FPRs! on
either side of the arrayed-waveguide section can be m
eled as lenses. This enables holographic techniques; b
on Fourier transform~FT! theory, to be used as an effectiv
tool to tailor the spectral response of AWGs, and achie
multichannel control, power equalization, and add/dr
filtering.7

Using holographic techniques, the optical path length
phase of the arrayed-waveguides is varied to achieve
desired spectral response. Phase control of each arm ca
achieved either by thermo-optic or electro-optic effects
actively alter the local refractive index of the individu
waveguides. An arbitrary phase hologramF can be super-
imposed on the arrayed-waveguides section, which is
illumination plane, by means of an array of pha
modulators,10 as shown in Fig. 1. The far-field pattern is th
FT of the aperture function, which is the product of t
phase hologram transfer function, and an overall Gaus
amplitude distribution across the arrayed-waveguide s
tion.

3.1 Simulation Results

Simulated annealing was used to calculate the hologram11

which were superimposed on the arrayed-waveguide
tion. The devices were then simulated using the BPM.
AWG model was built with the following parameters:

Center wavelength (l0)51557.2 nm
Number of input/output waveguides58
Number of arrayed waveguide5100
Wavelength channel spacing51.6 nm
Grating order5122
FPR effective index (ns)51.4532
Waveguide effective index (na)51.4513
Background index51.4482
FPR length (RO)52754.53mm
Incremental path length difference (DL)5130.904mm
Free spectral range (FSR)512.8 nm

The results obtained in this work used this model.

3.1.1 Routing to specific port

The ability to route the wavelength channel of interest
the desired AWG output port is of great importance. In

Fig. 1 Schematic of an active AWG with phase-modulators and
parabolic phase profile in the Fourier plane.
868 Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 3, March 2003
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normal AWG, one wavelength channel appears at each
put port. By using an optimized phase hologram, it is p
sible to choose that wavelength. Linear phase can do
job as well, however, phase holograms have the ability
control the signal passband width or power, and multip
wavelength routing can be achieved, where more than
channel can appear at the same port.

The target@see Fig. 2~a!# is a square pulse in the positio
of the desired output channel; a more accurate mathem
cal model would convolve the implicit delta-function rep
resentation of each waveguide with the guided mode~an
approximate Gaussian intensity distribution! structure of
the light within the waveguide. However, the guided mo
merely changes the overall envelope of the far-field int
sity distribution, and can be neglected.7 A plot of the opti-
mization result is shown in Fig. 2~b!, while the generated

Fig. 2 (a) Target, (b) optimization result, and (c) phase hologram for
a single channel.
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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phase hologram for a single channel routing is shown
Fig. 2~c!. These results were obtained using the simula
annealing algorithm.

The simulation result obtained for a single channel ro
ing using BPM is shown in Fig. 3. The result shows th
channel 6 has successfully been routed to the desired
~the output port where channel 1 would normally be! but
the signal-to-noise ratio~SNR! has decreased significantl
In this case, the SNR is around 19 dB, which is close to
optimization result~20 dB! obtained using simulated an
nealing as shown in Fig. 2~b!.

3.1.2 Multiple-channel routing

For multiple-channel routing, the devices were designed
the same way as the single-channel devices, except tha
target function has multiple peaks, reflecting the numbe
routed channels. The selected channels are routed to
same output port. The BPM simulation results and the
timization results for multiple channel routing are shown
Fig. 4 for double-channels routing, and Fig. 5 for tripl
channels routing.

The results show significant degradation of the SN
compared with the single-channel case, and the results
for the different double-channel combinations. For e
ample, channels 2/7 show lower uniformity but with a
SNR of around 9 dB. For the triple-channel routing, cha
nels 5, 6, and 7 were routed to port 8. The nonuniform
between the routed channels~around 3 dB! is clear from the
BPM simulation results shown in Fig. 5. The SNR

Fig. 3 Simulation of single channel hologram.

Fig. 4 Simulation of double-channel phase holograms.
oaded From: http://opticalengineering.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 05/12/2015 T
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around 11 dB, which agrees with the optimization resu
Further optimization of the phase hologram and high
number of arrayed waveguides will improve these figur

3.1.3 Phase errors

The robustness of the holographic AWG design to fabri
tion tolerances is of great interest. The simulated annea
algorithm used to find the required hologram for a giv
output used quantized phase steps to reduce execution
Previous work using FT models7 foundp/8 as a reasonable
phase step, giving minimal excess distortion on the out
amplitudes. These findings were tested using the BP
Random phase errors (fe5p/8, p/4, p/2, andp! corre-
sponding to pathlength jitter ofl/16,l/8, l/4, andl/2 were
simulated. The result forl/4 is shown in Fig. 6. The result
show a change in the SNR for the different phase erro
The effect of the phase errorp/8 is barely noticeable. Fo
phase error ofp/4, the SNR is around 17 dB. The desig
starts to break down for path-length jitter ofl/4, where the
SNR is less than 7 dB. These results justify the use o
phase step ofp/8 and indicate that the holographic desig
are robust to individual phase modulator failures and fab
cation phase errors.

Fig. 5 Simulation of triple-channel phase holograms.

Fig. 6 Effect of random phase error of p/25l/4 (path-length jitter).
869Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 3, March 2003
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3.1.4 Holographic AWG excess insertion loss

Applying a phase hologram on the arrayed-waveguides
tion results in extra insertion loss, as the grating becom
less efficient at routing light to the output port. Accordin
to Ref. 12, the excess insertion loss increases with the n
ber of channels being controlled. The results obtained h
show that the insertion loss is approximately 1 dB
single-channel routing, around 5 to 6 dB for doub
channel routing, and 7 to 9 dB for triple-channel routing

4 Dynamic Dispersion Compensation

Dispersion compensation techniques are a critical elem
in designing high-capacity lightwave communication sy
tems. Static dispersion compensation can be done u
dispersion compensation fiber13 ~fiber with the opposite dis-
persion, so that the total dispersion can be reduced! or fiber
Bragg gratings.14 Dynamic compensation is extremely im
portant as many different signals take entirely differe
paths through optical networks.

4.1 Parabolic Arrayed-Waveguide Gratings
(P-AWGs)

Here we consider the approach of using an AWG with
parabolic phase profile applied on the arrayed-wavegu
section, as shown in Fig. 1. The parabolic phase profile
the potential to control7 the dispersion of an AWG. The
dispersion can be varied by adjusting the amount of pa
bolic phase shift induced.

The dispersionD(l) given in Eq.~1! is defined as the
wavelength derivative of the group delayG(l). Group de-
lay is defined as the negative angular frequency deriva
of the phase response:

D~l!5
]G~l!

]l
'

l0
2

2pc

]2f~l!

]l2 . ~1!

According to Ref. 7,

D'
M4l0

3p2

45cFSR3 S 12
12a2

315 DB, ~2!

whereD is the dispersion in sm21; l0 is the wavelength of
the signal;c is the speed of light in vacuum;f is the phase
of the signal;M is the total number of arrayed waveguide
FSR is the free spectral range;B is the voltage-dependen
coefficient, which controls the strength of the induced pa
bolic phase shift, equivalent also to the degree of ch
imposed on the device; anda is the Gaussian parameter
vary the power profile across the arrayed waveguid
Equation~2! is explained in detail in Ref. 7.

The power in waveguidem in the array is equal to
constant3exp@2an(m2M/2)2#, wherean5a(2/M )2 is the
normalized Gaussian apodization parameter. For a dis
sive AWG, the phase in waveguidem is equal to

2pnD l

l Fm1BS m2
M

2 D 2G ,
B5

FSR

2pM2l0
F,
870 Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 3, March 2003
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Fig. 7 Transmission and dispersion characteristics for M5128
P-AWG: (a) dispersion characteristics, F50; (b) transmission char-
acteristics, F517.6; (c) dispersion characteristics, F517.6; and (d)
dispersion characteristics, F5217.6
erms of Use: http://spiedl.org/terms
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Table 1 The 3-dB passband width and the dispersion characteristics of M564, 128 P-AWG filters.

M564 M5128

Approximated
3-dB

Passband (nm)

Approximated
30-dB

Bandwidth (nm)

Approximated
Dispersion

(ps/nm)

Approximated
3-dB

Passband (nm)

Approximated
30-dB

Bandwidth (nm)

Approximated
Dispersion

(ps/nm)

Unchirped AWG 0.3805 1.1 23 0.1939 0.534 222

F517.6 0.4537 1.5 210.7 0.2341 0.9 245

F5217.6 0.4024 1.455 10.5 0.1866 0.72 30
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whereD l is the incremental path length difference,n is the
refractive index of the arrayed waveguides,l0 is the central
wavelength, andF is the normalized chirp parameter and
proportional toB.

Thus the phase in waveguidem is given by two compo-
nents:

1. One is (2pnD lm)/l, which is the linear phase for
standard AWG.

2. The other is (2pnD l /l)(m2M /2)2B, which is the
additional phase applied to the waveguide arm
achieve the desired spectral response for the AW
design. In this case, this is equivalent to chirping t
AWG to make it dispersive.

The simulation results in this paper were obtained using
BPM to compute the optical fields.

As mentioned before, the dispersion characteristic is
fined as the second-frequency derivative of the AWG ph
response, but can be closely approximated by Eq.~1!. Dis-
persion can thus be calculated by measuring the phas
the output signal across the passband for a particular A
output port. Using BeamPROP, the wavelength was sw
across the passband of the central channel, and the po
phase were calculated for each wavelength; 120 wa
length points were used. These phase values were then
to compute the dispersion using Eq.~1!.

4.2 Simulation Results

Several active AWGs were modeled, and the variation
dispersion with different design parameters such asM, a,
andF was tested.

4.2.1 Total number of arrayed waveguides (M)

As M is increased, the dispersion should also increa
since the overall ‘‘length’’ of the AWG given approximatel
by MD l is increasing. If the device length is increasin
then there is a greater time delay through the device

Table 2 Dispersion variation with Dls .

F
Dispersion (ps/nm),

Dls50.39 nm
Dispersion (ps/nm),

Dls50.8 nm

0 222 25.3

17.6 245 210.3

217.6 30 7
oaded From: http://opticalengineering.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 05/12/2015 T
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tween fastest and slowest pulses along the shortest
longest waveguides respectively. Hence it is more disp
sive.

Two different arrayed-waveguides numbers,M564,
FSR5(1530.8 nm)512 nm, and M5128, FSR5(31
30.39 nm)512 nm, of parabolic AWGs, arrayed
waveguide refractive indexng52.2, central wavelength
l051560 nm were simulated using the BPM for differe
chirp parameters,F50 ~unchirped AWG!, F5617.6.
~Note that F5617.6 was used because earlier Four
analysis7 suggested this value for maximum dispersion.!

Figure 7 shows the transmission and dispersion cha
teristics for M5128 P-AWGs. Comparison between th
two filters is included in Table 1.

4.2.2 FSR

The FSR is given by FSR5N Dls , whereN is the number
of channels, andDls is the wavelength spacing betwee
adjacent channels. A comparison between two (M5128)
P-AWGs with differentDls is shown in Table 2. The re
sults in Table 2 show that the dispersion increases w
reducingDls .

4.2.3 Chirp factor F

According to Ref. 7, the dispersion increases linearly w
the chirp factorF or the voltage-dependent coefficientB,
until a maximum is reached forF5617.6. Then the dis-
persion rapidly decreases. Here, the same AWG withM
5128 was modeled for different chirping factorsF. The
variation of the dispersion as a function ofF is plotted in
Fig. 8. It is apparent from the plot that there is an init
increase in dispersion with chirpF, until a maximum is
reached. However, the dispersion characteristics are

Fig. 8 Variation of dispersion with chirp parameter F.
871Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 3, March 2003
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symmetric aroundF50. The maximum positive dispersio
is reached forF'235, before declining. Maximum nega
tive dispersion is reached aroundF517.6 but the disper-
sion remains nearly constant for any further increase inF.

The 3-dB passband linearly increases with the chirp
rameterF, the expression relatingF to Dl3dB according to
Ref. 7 is

Dl3dB'Dl0S 11
F

4 D .

The results showed the increase of 3-dB passband by
creasingF. The 3-dB passband was 0.2341 nm forF
517.6, climbing to 0.2707 nm forF526.4.

4.2.4 Gaussian parameter a

According to Ref. 7, the dispersion is maximized when
Gaussian parametera50, i.e., applying a uniform powe
distribution along the arrayed waveguides. Using the sa
AWG model (M5128) as in the last section, several AW
models were simulated for different values ofa and F.
Figure 9 shows a 3-D mesh plot of the variation of disp
sion D as it varies with chirp parameterF and normalized
Gaussian apodization parameteran . From the plot it is
clear that dispersion is maximized for a uniform power d
tribution along the arrayed waveguides, and it is reduced
increasinga. Dispersion in the range of280 to 165 ps/nm
was obtained.

4.2.5 Dispersion variation across the output ports

So far the dispersion characteristics were calculated o
across the 3-dB passband of the central channel. The v
tion of dispersion across the other output ports/channe
of great interest. Figure 10 shows the variation of disp
sion across different output ports for theM5128 P-AWG
described before. It is clear from the plot that the dispers
is almost constant through the AWG output ports.

Fig. 9 Mesh plot of variation of dispersion with chirp parameter F
and normalized apodization parameter an .
872 Optical Engineering, Vol. 42 No. 3, March 2003
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4.2.6 Excess insertion loss due to chirping of
waveguide grating

Figure 11 shows the transmission as a function of the ch
parameterF. The graph indicates the general trend in r
duction of device transmission with varying chirp. This c
be explained by the fact that the chirp process is analog
to the effect of a defocusing lens causing a reduction
intensity of light at the focal plane, and therefore introduc
extra loss.

Assuming an AWG with zero chirp, Fig. 11 indicate
transmission of21.03 dB. The transmission for a devic
with chirp parameterF517.6 is21.99 dB. Hence the ex
cess insertion loss due to the chirp effect for this particu
device is around 0.96 dB. For a device with chirp parame
F531 according to Fig. 11, the excess insertion loss
approximately 1.91 dB. The results obtained here show
excess insertion loss due to chirping compared with
results obtained in Ref. 7.

4.3 Discussion

The results do agree with the trend in the theoretical val
computed using Fourier methods.7 However, there are som
differences that need to be addressed. First, the point
agreement are

1. As M is doubled from 64 to 128, the dispersion in
creases by a factor of 4, and the 3-dB passband w
is approximately halved.

2. The results indicate that there is a positive and ne
tive dispersion whenF is negative or positive, re-
spectively. The dispersion increases withF until a

Fig. 10 Dispersion across the output ports of the filter.

Fig. 11 Variation of transmission as a function of chirp parameter F.
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maximum is reached before dropping again; ho
ever, the maximum here is not atF5617.6. The
3-dB passband also increases withF.

3. We can see from the results, that first, the dispers
has increased markedly by applying a uniform pow
distribution across the arrayed waveguides; seco
they are much closer to the theoretically expec
values computed using Fourier model; and third,
dispersion is reduced by increasinga, which agrees
with Fourier model.

The results contain some aspects that differ from th
which would be expected. The first thing we recognize
that the dispersion for the linear unchirped filter (F50) is
not zero. The ideal AWG filter should have perfectly line
phase and therefore constant time delay and no disper
However, it has shifted to23 ps/nm forM564 P-AWG
and222 ps/nm forM5128 P-AWG. This can be explaine
as a result of inherent waveguide dispersion.

1. The plot of variation of dispersion with chirp param
eterF in Fig. 8 shows some kind of symmetry aroun
a negative value ofF between 0 and220 instead of
F50.

2. The dispersions are lower than theoretically p
dicted, especially for AWGs with normal power dis
tributions across the arrayed waveguides~no change
has been made to the power profile across the arra
waveguides!. Possible explanations include the fa
that the parametera is rather large.~Most of the
power is concentrated in the central array
waveguides.!

3. The 3-dB passband widths for the unchirped AW
are much larger than theoretically predicted, in co
trast to the chirped AWGs, which are smaller th
theoretically predicted. A possible explanation f
this is the large value ofa.

4. The dispersion profiles across the 3-dB passb
widths exhibit a strong ripple, and also have an ov
all parabolic-looking underlying tendency. The di
persion profile is expected to be much smoother, a
to have a more pronounced straight-line underly
tendency. One explanation for this is that the 1
wavelength points are not sufficient to calculate t
appropriate second-order differential phase respo
Again, this could also be due to the large value ofa.

4.4 Dispersion Compensation Optimization

To improve the dispersion compensation characteristic
P-AWG, some design parameters need to be optimized.
dispersion of the parabolic AWG is mainly dependent
the number of arrayed waveguides~M!, FSR, apodisation
parametera, and the chirp parameterF. The dispersion can
be improved by increasingM, i.e., by increasing the physi
cal size of the device. A large P-AWG has a larger disp
sion.

The FSR is another important factor that can optim
the dispersion. DecreasingDlspacing, as suggested by Re
7, results in an increase in dispersion. Applying a unifo
oaded From: http://opticalengineering.spiedigitallibrary.org/ on 05/12/2015 T
,

.

d

.

f
e

power distribution along the arrayed waveguides increa
dispersion. This can be achieved if the input star coup
section consists of a multimode interference coupler.4

5 Conclusions

In conclusion, we have described how ‘‘active AWGs
have a variety of potential applications in future WDM ne
works. While earlier work7 has modeled active AWGs us
ing simple Fourier methods, the simulations presented
this paper were performed using the BPM, which is e
pected to be more accurate. In the first section of the pa
a ‘‘phase-only’’ holographic technique to achieve chann
control was described. Single-channel routing was sim
lated, with interchannel amplified spontaneous emiss
~ASE! suppressed by around 19 dB. Multichannel routi
was achieved but with higher SNR around 10 dB. The
figures can be improved by further optimizing the pha
hologram and by increasing the number of array
waveguides. The holographic designs were robust to fa
cation phase errors, and phase-modulator failures.

Dispersion compensation is another attractive poten
feature of the active AWG described here. Dispersion co
pensation from280 to 160 ps/nm was achieved using
P-AWG. Higher dispersion compensation rates can
achieved by tailoring some design parameters of the AW
The variable dispersion feature may also be useful in
optical IP routers, where packet time alignment and jit
reduction are important issues.
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